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Abstract

In this paper we discuss PAC�learning of functions
from a traditional System Identi�caton perspective�
The well established asymptotic theory for the iden�
ti�ed models� properties is reviewed from the PAC�
learning perspective� The role of �nite�dimensional�
smooth parametrizations over compact parameter sets
is spelled out� This also sets some limits for the interest
of identi�cation�theory type results in a learning�tehory
context�

� Introduction

Learning theory and PAC learning has received con�
siderable interest� ��	� �
	� ��	 and ��	� Many issues are
closely related to questions in system identi�cation� but
the relationships have not been extensively explored�
We shall in this contribution look into one particular
question in PAC learning and discuss it from a tradi�
tional system identi�cation perspective� We will see
what the asymptotic theory can oer and what it can�
not�

A very attractive feature with the learning formalism is
that it focuses on the �identi�cation issues� and leaves
questions of parameterizations and parameters aside�
While parameters in most cases are just vehicles to
achieve a good mapping ��system description��� they
do play a prominent role in traditional system identi�
�cation theory� It is thus of considerable interest to
investigate the fundamental limitations of the estima�
tion problem in a parameter�free context� It is then
another matter that most of the time it will be very
important to �nd good parameterizations for practical
reasons�

A disclaimer� This contribution � regrettably � is based
on rather super�cial knowledge of the learning litera�
ture� I will discuss one PAC�learning question� as de�
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scribed in ��	� ported to a system identi�cation environ�
ment using traditional analysis tools� The results them�
selves are implicit or explicit in the identi�cation liter�
ature� We shall also be rather imprecise with assump�
tions and somewhat careless with remainder terms etc�
The purpose of this paper is not to provide any strict
results� but rather to give a perspective on a learning
problem�

� A Basic Inference Problem

Here is a typical problem in science and human learn�
ing� We are shown a collection of vector pairs

f�y�t�� ��t�	� t � �� � � � � Ng ���

Call this �the training set�� We are then shown
��N � �� and asked to name a corresponding value
for y�N � ��� The variable t could be thought of as
time� but could be anything� The vectors y�t� and ��t�
may take values in any sets ��nite sets or subsets of �n
or anything else� and the dimension of ��t� could very
well depend on t �and be unbounded��

This formulation covers most kinds of classi�cation and
model building problems� Conceptually� the problem
amounts to learning a certain �pattern� from ��� and
then applying that pattern to new data� This probably
resembles human learning and the scienti�c process in
general terms�

� System Identi�cation�Non�linear Regression

Turning to the system identi�cation arena� y�t� would
typically be the output of a system and ��t� would
be made up from previous inputs and outputs to the
system� The preferred way of �pairing� y and � is to
seek a mapping �g

y � �g��� ���

that connects the two variables� The search for this
mapping is carried out in terms of a parameterized fam�
ily of mappings g��� �� � usually called the model struc�

ture � and the archetypical search mechanism is to use



the least squares criterion evaluated for the �training
set��

��N � argmin
�

NX
t��

jy�t�� g���t�� ��j� ���

This gives the mapping to be used for future pairing�

�y�t� � �gN���t�� � g���t�� ��N � ���

the hat on y marking its dierence from the true out�
put�

The question then is how good is ���� To analyze
such problems it is customary to assume that there
is a �true� function g� that does the correct pairing�
possibly with some randomness� like in

y�t� � g����t�� � e�t� ���

where e�t� is an unpredictable sequence ��white
noise��� Questions of quality of ��� then relate to the
question of how small is

g����� �gN ��� ���

measured in some suitable norm�

Note that the essence of system identi�cation � that
� is made up from past inputs and outputs � really
has nothing to do with this general picture� From the
current perspective we could regard the problem as a
general non�linear regression�

� PAC�Learning

From ��	 we quote the following setup for Function

Learning� Suppose that �X�S� is a measurable space� P
is a family of probability measures on �X�S�� and that
G is a family of functions mapping X into ��� �	� each
of which is measurable with respect to S� By a slight
abuse of notation� let us agree to use the symbol ��� �	X

to denote the set of all measurable functions mapping
X into ��� �	� as opposed to the set of all functions
mapping X into ��� �	� which is the normal meaning�
Given two measurable functions a� b � X � ��� �	 and a
probability measure P on �X�S�� one can de�ne

dP �a� b� �

Z
X

ja�x� � b�x�j P �dx�� ���

This is a pseudometric on ��� �	X � and equals the ex�
pected value of the dierence ja�x�� b�x�j�

In function learning� there is a �xed but unknown tar�
get function g� � G� and a probability measure P � P
that may or may not be known� In the present con�
text� an �algorithm� is an indexed family of maps fAmg
where

Am � �X � ��� �	�m � G� �
�

Learning proceeds as follows� i�i�d� samples
x�� x�� � � � � xN � X are drawn in accordance with P �
and for each sample xi� an oracle returns the value
g��xi�� De�ne

�gN�g��x� �� ANf��x�� g��x���� � � � � �xN � g��xN ��	g� and
���

r�N� �� �� sup
P�P�g��G

PNfx � XN � dP �g�� �gN�g��x�	 � �g�
����

De�nition The algorithm fANg is probably ap�
proximately correct 	PAC
 to accuracy � if
r�N� �� � � as N � �� and is probably approxi�
mately correct 	PAC
 if r�N� ��� � as N �� for
each � � �� The function class G is PAC�learnable
to accuracy � with respect to the family P if
there exists an algorithm that is PAC to accuracy ��
and is PAC�learnable with respect to the family
P if there exists an algorithm that is PAC�

The relationship between PAC�learning and evaluating
��� is obvious� Often PAC learning is de�ned for �con�
cepts� or sets� which corresponds to using functions g
that are indicator functions�

� Smooth Parameterizations

Let us return to ���� While this criterion makes sense
for any parameterization g��� �� the common algo�
rithms and the traditional asymptotic theory work with
�nite dimensional� smooth parameterizations over com�

pact parameter sets� This means that g��� �� is as�
sumed to be continuously dierentiable� with a well
de�ned derivative

���� �� �
	

	�
g��� �� ����

This means � with some simpli�cation � that the
asymptotic properties follow those of a linear regres�
sion parameterization�

g��� �� �
dX

k��

�k�k��� � �T���� ����

with � independent of �� �Asymptotically� we can al�
ways linearize g around the limit estimate �� and think
of the linear regression regressors ���� as ���� ����� Of
course� the asymptotic theory for estimating linear re�
gressions is very well developed� see e�g� ��	�

We may also note that� basically� any smooth� glob�
ally identi�able parameterization can be rewritten as a
linear regression� according to ��	�

System identi�cation basically employs only smooth
parameterizations over compact sets� However� certain



functions do not �t this� An example is the threshold
function with the step at an unknown value�

g���� � sat��� 
� �

�
�� if � � 
�
�� if � � 
�

����

This is a basic function in the perceptron and thus a
fundamental element in learning and neural networks�
While ���� can be embedded in a smooth parameteriza�
tion � like the familiar sigmoid � this is at the expense
of compactness� the limit ���� is obtained as the scale
�dilation� parameter tends to in�nity� All this means
that traditional asymptotic identi�cation theory� based
on smoothness� does not have much to oer for function
families like �����

� Asymptotic Identi�cation theory

For a �nite�dimensional� smooth parameterization of g
over a compact parameter set� the asymptotic prop�
erties of the estimate ��N � de�ned by ��� are well
known� We assume for simplicity that the sequence
��t�� t � �� � � � used in the training data is an ergodic
stochastic process with probability measure Pe� We
also assume that the outputs y are generated from �
according to ���� where e�t� is white noise with variance
�� First we have

��N � �� � argmin
�

Eejg�����g��� ��j�w�p���asN ��
����

Here Ee denotes expectation over ��t� under the prob�
ability measure Pe�

Eejg�����g��� ��j� �
Z
�

jg�����g��� ��j�Pe�d�� ����

The second basic result concerns the convergence rate�
Provided �� is such a good model that g���t�� ��� �
g����t� can be neglected in comparison with the noise
term e� then

p
N���N � ��� � AsN��� He� ����

which denotes that the random variable to the left con�
verges in distribution to the normal distribution with
zero mean and covariance matrix He� where

He � ��Ee����t���
T ���t��	�� ����

with � de�ned by ����� Under some regularity condi�
tions� we also have

lim
N��

NEe���N � ������N � ��� � He ��
�

All basic questions about the asymptotic model prop�
erties can be answered from these results� Let us for
example consider �gN��� � g��� ��N � For any �xed ��
this is a random variable� with asymptotic distribution
p
N��gN ���� g����� � AsN��� �T ���He����� ����

where g���� � g��� ���� Let us now focus on the fol�
lowing measure of �t�

VN �

Z
�

jg����� g��� ��N �j�Pv�d�� ����

This corresponds to dPv �g�� �gN � in the notation of ����
In the identi�cation context� think of it as the pre�
diction error variance � in addition to � � that the
model �GN would give� when tested on �validation� data
��t�� which are independent of the estimation data and
have a probability measure Pv � Note that VN is a ran�
dom variable� due to its dependence on ��N � From the
asymptotic results above� we can derive its asymptotic
properties� Let us concentrate on the �variance contri�
bution� to VN �

WN �

Z
�

jg����� g��� ��N �j�Pv�d�� ����

Asymptotically�

WN � ��� � ��N �
TRv��

� � ��N �

Rv � Ev�����
T ���

where Ev denotes expectation with respect to the prob�
ability measure Pv � In view of ��������� we thus know
the distribution of WN � it is ���like�� Notice that
the distribution of WN will depend on Pe �the prob�
ability measure under which the data were collected��
Pv �the evaluation measure�� and on the true function
g� as well as of the model structure g��� �� �since these
determine ���

A rather remarkable �but well known� simpli�cation oc�
curs when the estimation and evaluation measures Pv
and Pe coincide� Then Rv � H��

e and N �WN�� be�
comes � distributed with d degrees of freedom� where
d � dim���� This also means that

EWN � �
d

N
����

The distribution of the error WN thus suddenly be�
comes independent both of Pe � Pv and of the true
function g�� Moreover it depends on the model struc�
ture only in terms of the number of employed param�
eters� All �asymptotic� results regarding the distribu�
tion of the model error norm WN become uniform in
Pe � Pv and g� and will only depend on �� d and N �

In particular� the PAC�measure r�N� �� de�ned by ����
is just an N����quantile of the ��d��distribution� for
any function family F that can be smoothly parame�
terized by d parameters and any family of measures P
that guarantee the ergodicity required for our results�
These function classes�model structures are thus PAC�
learnable even of the oracle returns answers with an
arbitrary degree of white noise disturbances�



 Non�smooth parameterizations

The results of the previous section are probably not
very exciting from a learning perspective� Many con�
cepts on learning� like De�nition �� are phrased for
�noise�free data� �or oracles that give exact informa�
tion�� Function classes that can be smoothly parame�
terized by �nitely many �say d� parameters over a com�
pact set� are then trivially learnable� After having seen
d correct function values� the correct values of these
parameters can be computed� and the function is ex�
actly known� �Well� to be correct� exactly known in
the range space de�ned by the d training samples� but
if these are �persistently exciting�� which is the generic
case� this gives the complete function��

Concept learning deals with indicator functions of the
kind ����� While the criterion ��� still makes sense� it is
clear that the location of the step is estimated only us�
ing the values of � that are the �two in the scalar case�
nearest neighbors to the step� The estimate will then
not be formed by averaging many observations� which
is the basis of the traditional asymptotic analysis� Also
the conditions for the usual Cramer�Rao bound fail in
this situation�

One can of course think of smoothly parameterized
functions that well approximate the indicator function�
like a sigmoid with a steep derivative� Then the asymp�
totic theory of the previous section can be applied� The
crucial player ���� ��� �the derivative with respect to
the location parameter� will then be a function with
support only in a small region around the step� This
con�rms that the asymptotic properties of the estimate
will depend only on the probability measure of � very
close to the step� As the step becomes more steep� �
will become more delta�function like� and the variable
He in ���� will tend to zero� The convergence rate of
a location parameter estimate in a step function can
thus be faster than the traditional ��

p
N �

� Non�parametric methods�in�nite
dimensional parameterizations

For a real life mapping� it is of course restrictive to
assume that it can be found in a �nitely parameterized
family of functions� We would then work with in�nite
function expansions like

g��� �� �

�X
k��

�kgk��� �� ����

If gk are independent of � we have a linear regres�
sion� Clearly� such function expansions give us con�
siderable  exibility in describing even quite compli�
cated mappings� including those� like ����� that can�
not be smoothly parameterized with a �nite amount of

bounded parameters� In practice� for any �nite data
set� we will of course have to truncate the expansion at
some point� However� it is reasonable to let the number
of used parameters� say d� be dependent on the number
of data N � d�N�� According to the asymptotic the�
ory� the variance contribution to the model error when
Pv � Pe� and when the bias error is small compared to
the noise e is

EWN � �
d�N�

N

�See ������ This gives the basic guideline for how
to let d�N� increase with N � Choose the number
of parameters� so that EWN balances the bias error
Ejg����� g����j�� The result will depend on the noise
level � and how important the tail of the expansion
���� is to approximate the true mapping� This could
be a rather complex decision� and we refer to ��	 and ��	
and to ��	 in the linear identi�cation case for a deeper
discussion� Again� in the noise�free case � � � this de�
cision becomes trivial� For a smoothly parameterized
structure� say a linear regression we may use d � N �
and the issue of retrieving the true mapping is a func�
tion approximation problem � which of course is di!�
cult enough�

� Conclusions

The meeting between traditional asymptotic identi��
cation theory and PAC�learning� described in this con�
tribution� can be characterized as polite� but not very
productive nor exciting� The model structures in com�
mon use in identi�cation are PAC�learnable �using e�g�
the least squares criterion ����� even when an arbitrary
amount of white noise is corrupting the information�
This does not come as a surprise� since they have been
successfully used for a long time� For other model
structures �function families F�� that cannot be �nitely�
smoothly parameterized over compact parameter sets�
traditional identi�cation theory does not seem to have
much to oer�

I suppose that the really exciting question is whether
learning theory can help us create a theory of system
identi�cation� void of parameters� and whether this
would actually change the way we estimate our models�
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